BAVARIAN-HUNGARIAN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDENT PROJECT ON SELF-DRIVING VEHICLES
(APRIL – NOVEMBER 2024)

Are you fascinated by self-driving vehicles? Would you like to be part of a mixed Bavarian-Hungarian student team competing with other teams? Would you like to prepare for a career in the international automotive industry?

If yes, apply for the Bavarian-Hungarian interdisciplinary student project on self-driving vehicles!

The project offers you:

- Offline meetings in Bavaria and Hungary for project work with students from different universities
- Software projects for simulating autonomous driving
- Hardware projects: going for static and dynamic challenges (race, parking, emergency brake etc.)
- Guidance by experts from several Bavarian and Hungarian universities
- Visit to proving grounds for self-driving vehicles

The project consists of several steps:

1) Kick-Off Meeting at Kempten University of Applied Sciences (19-21 April 2024)
2) Online project with your team mates
3) Joint visit to the VDI Autonomous Driving Challenge in Germany in August 2024 (optional part if you have time)
4) Second offline meeting at the Széchenyi István University of Győr, excursion to the ZalaZONE proving ground
5) Final meeting in Bavaria (Munich, Landshut)

Students of all faculties are encouraged to apply – apart from engineering sciences, we will especially appreciate applications from law students, as legal aspects are highly challenging for the development of autonomous driving.

The project language will be English.

Participation in the project is free of charge, costs for travel and accommodation will be covered.

If you are interested, please apply by filling in the online application form by 29 February:
https://s2survey.net/BYHU_StudPr_Application/